
The Beauty of Maternity Shoots: 

 

     

    A few months back we decided to start offering gorgeous editorial maternity shoots in an 

effort to branch out our creative photo shoot offerings. We have swiftly fallen in love with 

maternity photography since we began this new journey and continue to be overjoyed with the 

creative freedom it affords us. We strongly feel that anyone expecting a bundle of joy should 

consider partaking in a maternity shoot.  
 

Here are a few reasons why we are over the moon with maternity photography! 
 

Preserve Those Cherished Memories: 
 

Taking beautiful, poignant and whimsical maternity shots are an absolutely fantastic way to 

immortalize your pregnancy! These shots in the future will be a lovely and touching treat to 

show your children in the future and a great addition to any family photo album and baby book.  
 

Embrace Your Stunning Pregnant Beauty: 

     

Pregnancy oftentimes is a whirlwind of emotional and physical sensations. It is absolutely 

normal to get overwhelmed while pregnant and forget how effortlessly and naturally beautiful 

you truly are. We want each and very expectant model we shoot to never doubt how stunning 

they are on the inside and outside. We will work thoughtfully and earnestly with you to ensure 

we come up with photo shoot ideas that will make you feel endlessly beautiful on your special 

pregnancy journey.  
 

Let Your Creativity Soar: 
 

Maternity shoots, like any type of editorial photo shoot, are the perfect opportunity to let your 

imagination soar to new leaps and bounds. We immensely adore playing with various themes 

when we work with our expectant models. A maternity shoot is the ideal time to let your inner 

fashionista or soft and whimsical side out!  
 

With maternity photography, we love shoots that are soft, airy and natural, and shoots that veer 

more on the side of bold glam. We love the creative process we get to go through with each of 

our expectant models and collaborating with them in truly mesmerizing ways.  
 

Have Fun With The Whole Family: 
 



Maternity shoots are a fantastic way to have some special bonding time with the whole family 

and create some one of a kind eternal memories. Sometimes our expectant models wish to 

involve their partners, older children, cherished family pet(s), or even grandma and grandpa on 

their maternity shoots. As editorial photographers, we love the energy and endless creative 

directions we can explore when our maternity shoots become family affairs. We are truly 

honoured to capture these extra special treasured moments on film for our expectant models and 

their lovely families. 
 


